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NEW
 

Product

Ask us about a FREE TRIAL 
Only Available from

• 500 Sheets per pack
• Portion controlled
• 3g per sheet
• Sheet size 240x152mm
• Aids thermoregulation
• Dust Free

Thermoregulation is vital to laboratory mice and rats, which 
is why nesting material must be light, comfortable and warm.

SheetNest high-quality, dust-free nesting material that is 
suitable for all rodents, this portion controlled nesting 
material has been designed to resemble natural nesting 
materials instinctively used by rodents in the wild. Light 
enough to drag to the right location, capable of trapping 
pockets of nice, warm air and is soft enough to provide 
comfort whilst being strong enough to hold its shape.

The long strands encourage natural burrowing activity and 
help rodents build their preferred dome-shaped nest. Its high 
absorption capacity means bedding stays dry for added 
comfort, once soiled SheetNest is easy to dispose of and 
replace.

autoclavable compostable recyclable

portion controlled nesting sheets

sheetnestTM

Portion Controlled
Disposable Nesting & 
Enrichment

Simply

tear a sheet

off, scrunch it

up & place it in

the cage.
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maximise your
storage space

Ask us about a FREE TRIAL 
Only available from

SheetNest is supplied as 500 flat sheets per pack. Your 
animals will utilise their natural instincts to make a 
warm and comfortable nest.
Using flat sheets rather than pre-crinkled paper 
reduces the amount of valuable storage space needed 
to store your nesting.

Benefits
Added enrichment
SheetNest is designed to resemble the natural materials mice 
and rats use to build their nests.
Animals make their own nest by pulling apart the pre-cut 
strands of paper from the sheet of nesting material.

Reduced storage requirements & 
lower shipping cost.
Using flat sheets reduces the amount of valuable space 
needed for storage and transport.

Control costs with a fixed price per 
cage
SheetNest provides a consistent amount of nesting material, 
so you can count on a certain cost per cage.

Labour savings
SheetNest is a portion-controlled and easy-to-dispense 
enrichment and nesting material. It eliminates the time needed 
to handle and portion bulk nesting material.
With no pulling, teasing or preparation required, SheetNest 
can be easily dispensed into animal cages.

Halve your nesting 
costs & uses a fraction 
of the storage space 
of traditional nesting 
products.

portion controlled nesting sheets

sheetnestTM

www.rollnest.co.uk
more info


